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We acknowledge in a very special way the
contributions of our partners and donors in support
of building peace and justice in West Africa.

!African Women’s Development Fund (AWDF)
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!Mama Cash
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!The Dutch Government
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!Urgent Action Fund

Opening WAPI 2005

Collaboration between WANEP & Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping Training Centre
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VISION
A West Africa region characterized by just and peaceful communities where the dignity of the
human person is paramount and where the people can meet their basic human needs and
decide their own direction.

MISSION
To enable and facilitate the development of mechanisms for cooperation among civil
society-based peacebuilding practitioners and organizations in West Africa by promoting
cooperative responses to violent conflicts; providing the structure through which these
practitioners and institutions will regularly exchange experience and information on issues
of peacebuilding, conflict transformation, social,
religious and political reconciliation;
and promoting West Africa's social and cultural values as resources for peacebuilding.

GOAL
To build sustainable peace thereby creating an enabling environment for development in
West Africa.

OBJECTIVES
WANEP seeks to:
! Strengthen the capacity of peacebuilding organizations and practitioners in West Africa to
engage actively in the peaceful transformation of violent conflicts.
! Increase awareness on the use of non-violent strategies in response to conflicts in West
Africa.
! Develop a conflict prevention network in West Africa to monitor, report and offer
indigenous perspectives and understanding of conflicts in the sub-region.
! Harmonize peacebuilding activities in West Africa through networking and coordination of
WANEP members.
! Build the capacity of West African women to participate in peacebuilding processes at all
levels.
! Build a cooperative platform for human rights and peacebuilding organizations to dialogue
and promote a culture of peace, justice and reconciliation in West Africa.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON

I

greet you all in the name of the
Almighty God. The year 2005 has been
very successful. West Africa as
usual was in the limelight. This time
around it was not news about
devastating conflicts but an historic
election in Liberia that produced Africa’s
first-ever female President, in the person
of Madam Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf. As we
celebrate this victory, we will continue
to plough in more efforts towards achieving even greater
results. West Africa, through the Liberian people,
demonstrated to the world its commitment to positive
transformation. After 14 years of fighting in which tens of
thousands of people were killed and many more
displaced Liberia is on the path to peace.

establishing our physical presence in
countries like Niger, Cape Verde and
Mali. We do not wish to increase only in
number but to be effective in serving our
constituencies. We are the hope of West
Africa.
I challenge all WANEP member
organizations and partners alike to
invest immensely in enhancing our
human, technical, material and financial
capacities to prevent violent conflicts and build peace in
order to create an enabling environment for development.
We must brace ourselves for the challenges ahead!
I wish you all a Prosperous New Year 2006.
God bless you.

Elections, when not fairly conducted, in most cases
become a major source of conflict. I entreat countries in
the sub-region to conduct free, fair and transparent
elections as did Ghana in 2004 and Liberia recently.
Credible elections are a sure route to genuine peace and
m e a n i n g f u l d e v e l o p m e n t . We m u s t p u r s u e
transparency and accountability to the fullest at all levels
in our society.
WANEP through its networks has made and continues to
make its modest contribution, in cooperative and
collaborative ways, to the development of West Africa.
With the completion of the restructuring process and the
adoption of its strategic plan, the WANEP Regional
Secretariat will continue to facilitate the
transformation process.

Rev. Dr. Emmanuel Anyambod Anya,
Board Chair

May I take this opportunity to appreciate all the
dedicated ladies and gentlemen, both at the national and
regional secretariats for coordinating the efforts of
member organizations. It was no surprise to me that the
team leader, Emmanuel Bombande, the Executive
Director, was honoured with two prestigious awards,
including the Millennium Excellence Award for Peace in
Ghana. My congratulations!!!
In the course of the year, WANEP led the West Africa
delegation to participate in the Global Conference for the
Prevention of Armed Conflict (GPPAC) in New York. An
action agenda agreed at the conference is already being
implemented. This agenda must be pursued strategically,
especially where we already have
challenges as in Cote
d’Ivoire, Nigeria and Togo, and also in places where the
challenges are latent.
In 2005, our membership increased from 380 to 430 in 12
countries. This is quite laudable and significant. In the
coming year, we shall explore the possibilities of
4
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MANAGEMENT REPORT

T

he year 2005 was remarkable for WANEP. A three-

year strategic plan was completed following the

restructuring of the organization. Several

important activities were implemented during the year
while partnerships, particularly with the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS), were

d’Ivoire despite all the unpredictability. The arrest of
Charles Francis Maigai in Sierra Leone on conspiracy
charges and the perception of a deliberate delay in
registering a new political party he intends to lead in
Presidential election in 2007 suggest democratic
governance has not yet taken root.

strengthened. While there has been a notable reduction in
armed and violent conflicts in the subregion, the social and political context
remains fragile in some countries. In others,
post-conflict reconstruction and re-building
of communities traumatized by wars are ongoing.

In the Senegambia Region, Senegal has
moved closer to ending the 18-year

In Burkina Faso, elections were held

The African Union’s
persistence through
Presidents Thabo Mbeki,
Olusegun Obasanjo and
Mohammed Tanja has
paid off with the acceptance
by consensus …

conflict in the Casamance region thanks to
confidence-building resulting from dialogue between the
Government and the Movement of Democratic Forces in
the Casamance (MFDC). Successful elections in Guinea-

despite complaints regarding Blaise
Compaoré’s eligibility. Doubts have been
raised about the electoral register after
analysts estimated that only ten per cent of
the population voted. In Niger, the food
crisis dominated the headlines. While there
are
food

expectations of a good harvest,
security preoccupies the leadership

of the country. From a peace assessment
perspective, Mali has faired well, although the end of the
first term of President Ahmadu Toumani Touré has ushered
in political manoeuvring for leadership.

Bissau have raised hopes and expectations for peace, but
in The Gambia, the killing of a prominent journalist and
the brief detention of some opposition leaders raised
concerns in the peacebuilding community about the longterm prospects for peace.

In Benin, Civil Society Organizations have advocated for
the elections to be held as planned in March 2006
despite the government’s claims of financial constraint. In
Togo, key contentious issues have not yet been
although there is a commitment by all

The Mano River Basin region experienced intense
peacebuilding activities during the year. While the
elections in Liberia were acclaimed worldwide with the
inauguration of Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf as President, the
initial response of opponent George Weah and his
followers underlined the challenges ahead for postconflict reconstruction. Guinea continues to defy all

resolved

stakeholders to

pursue a national dialogue on the future direction of the
country. Nigeria continued to cope with internal
challenges in some states but towards the end of the year,
polarization deepened around the perceived third term
bid of President Obasanjo. In Ghana, the Dagbon crisis that
escalated in 2002 with the killing of the Dagbon King, Ya-Na
Yakubu Andani II has not yet found a long-term solution.

predictions of conflict explosion and has organized
successful local elections, despite the challenges in some
regions. In Côte D’Ivoire, a political stalemate could not
allow scheduled elections to take place in October and
the situation remains unstable. The African Union’s
persistence through Presidents Thabo Mbeki, Olusegun
Obasanjo and Mohammed Tanja has paid off with the
acceptance by consensus of Prime Minister Charles Konan
Banny as Head of Government. The year 2006 also presents
a window of opportunity for the return of peace to Côte
Annual Report 2005

Against this social and political background, WANEP
conducted many important peacebuilding activities.
WANEP coordinated and led a West African Civil Society
team to the Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed
Conflict Conference at the UN Headquarters in New York.
The Women in Peacebuilding Program continued to
mobilize Women in Peacebuilding with the success story of
the Mass Action for Peace in Liberia. WANEP concluded
discussions with IBIS West Africa to engage more actively
5
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In its Justice Lens Program in 2006, which will seek to

the year that encouraged the building of human

develop a cooperative platform for Human Rights and

relationships to promote peace. They cannot all be

Peacebuilding

Organizations to

captured in this report but they remind us

dialogue and promote a culture of peace,

While this annual report

very strongly that WANEP must reflect its

justice and reconciliation in West Africa.

reflects on the highlights and

core values in its continuous institution

The West Africa

Peacebuilding

Institute (WAPI) was held at the Kofi Annan
International Peacekeeping Training Centre
(KAIPTC). In addition to enhancing
knowledge within the Peacebuilding

key activities of 2005, several
encounters took place during
the year that encouraged
......

discipline, this collaboration brought out
the best in the exchange of information and

building and
selfless,

programming. We must be

transparent and committed to

collaboration in order to contribute to
building lasting peace in West Africa. This
report is the work of all the WANEP member
organizations, the National Networks and
the Regional Secretariat. While we

partnership between Civil Society and a military

appreciate and celebrate our shared efforts, the challenge

institution.

to sustain WANEP is ever more daunting. We all have an
important role to play in making our sub-region the best

Integral

to

WA NEP’s

West Africa

Preventive

part of our World.

Peacebuilding strategy is the WARN program which
continues to engage actively with several actors

The generosity and kind support of CORDAID has made it

including key policymakers and ECOWAS. All

possible for WANEP to be where it is. We would like to

preparations have now been completed for the launch of

thank the Ghana Research and Advocacy Program

ECOWARN, the ECOWAS Warning and Response Network, of

RAP) who accepted to provide WANEP with core

which WANEP is the implementing Partner. WANEP’s WARN

institutional support. We graciously acknowledge the

program will operate as the Civil Society

support of CRS-WARO, USAID-WARP, AWDF, IFOR-WPP,

component

of ECOWARN.

(G-

Oxfam-USA, Oxfam-GB and NOVIB. May we find renewed
energy, dedication and commitment to work even harder

While this annual report reflects on the highlights and key

for peace in the coming years.

activities of 2005, several encounters took place during

Emmanuel Habuka Bombande
Executive Director
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PROGRAM REPORT
Ecoma Alaga

YOUTH AND PEACE EDUCATION

Promoting a Culture of Peace, Non-violence and Social Responsibility among Youth in West Africa.
Introduction
In 2005, the Youth and Peace Education Program, formerly known as the Active Non-violence and Peace Education Program,
focused on developing a regional framework for co-existence and the promotion of a culture of peace, non-violence and
social responsibility among the youth in the sub-region.
The Youth and Peace Education Program is currently linked to the Women in Peacebuilding Program (WIPNET) for strategic
reasons, and operates in the same department, the ‘Women and Youth Department’.
Objectives:
! To increase awareness of non-violent strategies among the youth
! To provide a platform for youth involvement in peacebuilding
! To harmonise and strengthen linkages between formal and non-formal education structures in the theory and practice of
peace education
HIGHLIGHTS
Training of Curriculum Developers:
In July 2005, WANEP organized a capacity-building
training in Peace Education and ‘Educating for Peace’ for
t h e s t a f f o f t h e C u r r i c u l u m a n d Re s e a r c h
Development Division of the Ghana Ministry of
Education. The training
exposed staff of the
department to key concepts
and techniques in peace
education.
Monitoring of Peace Clubs in
Schools:
Throughout 2005, the Youth
and Peace Education (YPE)
program continued to support
its peer mediation programs
and monitor activities of its
peace clubs in 35 schools in
seven countries across the
region. Feedback from
on-going activities revealed
the need to bridge the gap
between youth in the formal
and non-formal education
sectors.

reconnect Liberian youth and children to their cultural
heritage and to create awareness on issues relevant to the
community such as HIV/AIDS, teenage pregnancy and drug
abuse. The project also works to enhance the IT skills of
selected youth and to provide them with educational
support. A hundred and fifty
youth have benefited from
the project. WANEP’s role is
t o m o n i t o r t h e
implementation of the
project and offer mentoring
and supervision.

International Networking
and Partnerships:
WANEP collaborated with the
International Bureau of
Education of UNESCO to
develop a global framework
for evaluating the ‘Learning
to Live Together’ program. It
also assisted in the design of a
Children brainstorming during A Peer Mediation Workshop
C
D-ROM for the same
- Volta Hall, University Of Ghana, Accra
program. WANEP’s Peace
Education program was used
as a case study for this project. Furthermore, WANEP
belongs to the International Non-violent Peace Force
Peace Poem Competition:
which aims to build a trained, international civilian peace
In 2005, WANEP initiated and launched its peace poem
force committed to third-party non-violent intervention.
competition. The competition was widely advertised at
Additionally, WANEP has contributed to several advisory
both national and regional levels. Nine poems were
committees on non-violence initiatives and serves as a key
selected out of the 150 entries received throughout the
reference for several organizations such as the United
sub region. An award ceremony was organized to
Nations of Youth (UNOY) in The Netherlands.
honour the winners and their schools. WANEP would like to
continue holding this annual event.
Key Challenges:
! Fundraising remains a priority. The program may need
The Liberian Dance Troupe (LDT) Project:
to be divided into focus areas in order to target and
The Liberian Dance Troupe (LDT) launched its Trauma
attract specific donations.
Recovery and Cultural Awareness Project for the youth in
! The seven countries involved in the YPE program are at
the Buduburam Refugee Camp in Ghana in February, 2005.
different stages in the implementation of the
This project is supported by War Child Canada and aims to
program. Thus, the programs and projects initiated by
Annual Report 2005
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Ecoma Alaga

YOUTH AND PEACE EDUCATION

HIGHLIGHTS

!

!

the WANEP regional secretariat need to be countryspecific to generate more interest in ownership and
sustain the program at the national networks.
Regular field monitoring is essential to assess the
impact of the Peace Education program in schools.
Proactive steps should be taken to create more
opportunities for teachers involved in the program and
expand its scope for students to acquire practical
skills.
The YPE program faces major challenges in
communities where violence negatively impacted on
the formal education sector. WANEP must extend the
program to the non-formal sector to carry out a more
integrated approach that will target various
stakeholders.

Key lessons learned:
The LDT must ensure that repatriation and resettlement of
refugee families are taken into consideration and should
be prepared to replace project participants whose
families are relocating to Liberia.

Planned Activities for 2006:
In 2006, the YPE program will be restructured. Future
activities will include a Youth Peace tournament which will
integrate sports into the YPE program. Sports will be used
to bridge cultural, ethnic and other divides and serve as a
forum to promote a culture of non-violence, peace and
social responsibility among young people in West Africa.

PROGRAM REPORT
WEST AFRICA PEACEBUILDING INSTITUTE (WAPI)

Francis Acquah

The West Africa Peacebuilding Institute (WAPI) was established in 2002 to provide quality, intensive and context-specific
training in conflict transformation and peacebuilding. WAPI admits selected practitioners mostly from the West African subregion, but also accepts participants from the wider Africa and elsewhere. Since its inception, WAPI has grown to become a
unique institution in the West African sub-region that provides indigenous, quality and
affordable training in conflict
resolution techniques and other related issues. WAPI uses innovative and participatory methodologies and draws from the
expertise and knowledge of its participants.
Objectives
! To increase the number of competent, informed and active peacebuilding practitioners in West Africa;
! To develop mechanisms that will integrate other models with local, indigenous models to deal with the contextual
realities of issues of conflict, peace and security within West Africa in particular and Africa in general;
! To provide quality and context-specific training at a reduced cost.

HIGHLIGHTS
WAPI 2005 was held at the Kofi Annan
International Peacekeeping Centre
(KAIPTC) in Accra, from September 5
to 23, 2005. The training gathered 40
participants from WANEP Regional
Office, ECOWAS’ Observation and
Monitoring Centre (OMC) in Abuja and
other countries such as Benin, Ghana,
Burkina Faso, Senegal, The Gambia,
Nigeria,
Liberia, Cote d’Ivoire,
United Kingdom, DR Congo, Chad and
Zimbabwe. The participants included
25 men and 15 women.
A working group in session at WAPI

8
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Francis Acquah

WEST AFRICA PEACEBUILDING INSTITUTE (WAPI)

HIGHLIGHTS
Launch of WAPI 2005:
WAPI 2005 was launched on September
4, 2005. The Kofi Annan International
Peacebuilding Training Centre
(KAIPTC) was chosen to establish a
strategic partnership between civil
society and the military. Increasingly,
multi-sectoral and multi-level
collaborations are being established
between civil society and actors such
as the military, to implement an

Sessions

integrated approach to human
security. Major General John Kofi
Attipoe, the Commandant of KAIPTC,
gave the keynote address. Catholic
Relief Services (CRS), USAID-WARP,
United Nations
Development
Programme (UNDP), The Royal
Netherlands Embassy, the Nigerian
High Commission, UNHCR, CDD, and
the KAIPTC were all represented at the
opening ceremonies.

Courses

Faculty

Country

Introduction to Peacebuilding Paradigms

Mr. Emmanuel Bombande
Mr. John Katunga
Ms. Oury Traore
Dr. Benjamin Kunbuor
Mrs. Levinia Addae -Mensah
Mr. Austin Onuoha
Dr. Isaac Albert
Mr. Takwa Zebulon Suifon
Dr. Douglas Bond
Ms. Thelma Ekiyor
Dr. Lydia Umar

Ghana
DRC Congo
Mali
Ghana
Ghana
Nigeria
Nigeria
Cameroon
USA
Nigeria
Nigeria

Week 1
Justice-building & Conflict Resolution
Active Non-violence & Peace Education
Week 2

Week 3

Course schedule/Methodology:
The courses of WAPI 2005 ran for three
weeks and covered six thematic areas.
Two courses ran concurrently each
week. The courses included group
work, case studies from the sub-region
and presentations. The courses were
tailored to allow participation,
knowledge-sharing and networking.

Development, Conflict & Population Movement
Preventive Peacebuilding: Early Warning & Early
Response
Women in Peacebuilding

WAPI Faculty:
This year, several new instructors joined WAPI’s team of
internationally recognized faculty. Ms. Oury Traoré, the
new Program Manager of WANEP Regional; Dr. Benjamin
Kunbuor, a prominent Ghanaian
Lawyer and
Parliamentarian; Mr. Austin Onuoha, a PhD candidate in
Peace Studies in the USA; Dr.
Douglas George Bond, founder
of the Virtual
Research
Associates (VRA); and Dr. Lydia
Umar, a Nigerian professor.

OTHER ACTIVITIES AT WAPI:
Cultural Nights:
Every Wednesday evening WAPI organized a cultural event
at KAIPTC. Each country represented performed a cultural
show.

Returning faculty included Mr.
Emmanuel Bombande
(Executive Director of
WANEP), Mr. John Katunga of
the Nairobi Peace Initiative
(NPI), Mr. Takwa Zebulon
Suifon (WANEP’s Liaison
Officer to ECOWAS), Mrs.
Levinia Addae-Mensah (former
Regional Coordinator for the
Active-Non-violence and
“Mr WAPI” contestants with Ronan 2nd right
Peace Education Program),
Ms. Thelma Ekiyor (former
Program Director of WANEP) and Dr. Isaac Albert of the
of “Mr. WAPI”.
Institute of African Studies, University of Ibadan.
laughter.
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International Day for Peace:
On September 21, a peace
march was organized to mark
the International Day for
Peace. Participants organized
a candle light procession
around KAIPTC and shared the
vision of the ExecutiveSecretary of ECOWAS, “A
Conflict-free West Africa”.

“Mr. WAPI”:
The closing ceremony of WAPI
was held at the Regency Hotel
in Accra on September 22,
2005. Ronan Moore, an Irish
with CRS Nigeria, won the title
It was a memorable night of fun and

9
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WEST AFRICA PEACEBUILDING INSTITUTE (WAPI)

HIGHLIGHTS
Outputs:
! 40 participants were trained and
equipped with practical skills in
conflict resolution techniques,
human rights, women’s rights,
peace education and other
relevant concepts and tools.
! Replication of the acquired skills
at community level
! A strong network of diverse actors
was established for informationsharing and future collaboration
! The indicators previously
developed in a workshop in Abuja
for ECOWAS early warning and
conflict prevention were refined
and tested.

Challenges:
! Financial sustainability remains a
challenge for WAPI. Each year,
half of the potential candidates
are unable to participate in the
training course due to lack of
funding.
! WAPI would like to hire a full-time
coordinator to ensure continuity
and efficiency. WAPI has to raise
money to hire a full time
coordinator.
! The three main languages in West
Africa are English, French and
Portuguese. Ideally, every
document should be translated in
all three languages and
simultaneous translation should
be available. Unfortunately, the

WAPI coordinator receives a certificate of appreciation from KAIPTC’S Commandant

costs of translation and
interpretation services are so
high, that WAPI is taught only in
French and English.

Lessons learned:
WANEP should double its efforts
to raise funds to offer
scholarships to qualified
candidates and to overcome the
logistical demands for the
training.
! The availability of funds will allow

!

!

for the hiring of a full-time
coordinator to sustain WAPI
throughout the year.
WAPI has to be held in an
environment that is gendersensitive considering the needs of
participants who may have to
come along with children.

The way forward:
The partnership between WANEP
and KAIPTC should be formalized
if WAPI is to continue to organize
its future courses at KAIPTC.
! There is a need to recruit more
Francophone faculty to
balance the high number of
Anglophone faculty.
! WAPI alumni network should be
established.
! Introduce new thematic areas
such as a course on media and
peacebuilding as the role of
media in conflict is increasingly
becoming
obvious.

!

Group picture of Participants, Faculty and Guests
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PROGRAM REPORT
WOMEN IN PEACEBUILDING PROGRAM (WIPNET)

Ecoma Alaga

ENSURING WOMEN’S ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT IN POLICY RELATED TO PEACE AND SECURITY

WIPNET was established four years ago to mobilize women, build their capacity and encourage collaboration among them to
build lasting peace and promote human security in West Africa. WIPNET’s challenge remains the integration of women’s
concerns and their participation in policy formulation and implementation in peace and security issues in the sub-region.
To ensure the mainstreaming of gender in peacebuilding, in 2005 the WIPNET program began the process of forging
partnerships with policy makers and technocrats using its wide grassroots network to advocate for the mainstreaming of
women’s issues in policy formulation in peace and security.
Objectives:
! Develop policy recommendations for mainstreaming women’s issues in peace and security
! Strengthen the nexus between policy makers, technocrats and women’s groups
! Sustain women’s participation in formal peacebuilding in West Africa
! Strengthen capacity of rural/grassroots women in peacebuilding at community and national levels.
! Build strategic partnerships with women’s networks in other regions

HIGHLIGHTS
Development of Policy
Recommendations for
Mainstreaming Women’s Issues in
Peace and Security:
In November 2004, WIPNET held a
consultation with women’s groups and
the ECOWAS Gender Unit to develop a
policy framework for mainstreaming
women’s issues in peace and security in
West Africa. A framework was
developed and presented before
representatives of WIPNET, other
women’s groups and ECOWAS for
consideration.

Strengthening the Capacity of
WIPNET Program Officers:
In January 2005, WIPNET organized a
two-day refresher course for its
Pr o g r a m O f f i c e r s . T h i s w a s
particularly necessary to prepare them
for the Rural Women’s Peace Initiative,
a newly initiated project. The officers
were taken through the entire content
of the training methodology and at the
end of the course they developed a
clear framework on how the Rural
Women’s Peace
Initiative should be
conducted in their respective
contexts.

Localizing Training Methodology and
UN Security Council Resolution 1325:
WIPNET translated its specialized
training manual and the United
Nations Security Council Resolution
1 3 2 5 o n Wo m e n , Pe a c e a n d
Annual Report 2005

Security, into seven local/indigenous
West African languages in order to
achieve its strategic
objective in
strengthening rural/grassroots
women’s capacity to engage in formal
peacebuilding.
This initiative has
contributed to making the
peacebuilding skills and knowledge
more accessible to rural women groups
and ensures
ownership and
sustainability.

Rural Women’s Peace Initiative
(RWPI):
WIPNET’s bottom-up approach of
working and dealing with issues of
peace and conflict revealed that there
exists a gap between women’s
involvement in
peacebuilding at
the urban and rural levels. The gap is
more
significant at the
rural/grassroots level where illiteracy
and lack of awareness are prevalent.
Thus, in 2005 WIPNET launched its
Rural Women’s Peace Initiative which
aimed at building the capacity of
rural/grassroots women’s groups,
associations and guilds to play active
roles in preserving peace in
communities. A key outcome of the
RWPI is the creation of Rural Women
Peace Committees that are engaging
traditional peacebuilding structures
and institutions. The pilot phase of
this project was implemented in four
countries: Senegal, Liberia, Sierra
Leone and Cote d’Ivoire with support
from the Global Fund for Women (GFW)

and the Women Peacemakers Program
of the International Fellowship of
Reconciliation (WPP-IFOR).

WIPNET at CSW 49 and Beijing +10:
In March 2005 WIPNET, for the first
time participated in the session of the
UN Commission on the Status of Women
(CSW) in New York. The 49th Session of
the CSW which coincided with the 10th
anniversary of the Beijing Conference
on Women and
Development
enabled WIPNET’s participation in the
review of the critical areas of concern
in the
Beijing Platform for Action.
CSW was a good platform for WIPNET to
share information and best
practices, network and strategize with
other women’s groups on
future
actions and initiatives that will place
women’s issues at the centre of peace
and security. WIPNET’s participation
was supported by Oxfam-America,
African Women’s Development Fund
and WPP-IFOR.

Women’s Peace Check Point and
Vigil:
WIPNET celebrated International
Women’s Day at three levels: at the
international level with other women
at CSW 49th Session and Beijing +10;
at the regional level with the launch of
the Peace Vigil to express solidarity
with the women of Togo following the
eruption of violence after the death of
President Eyadema; and at the
11
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HIGHLIGHTS
national level, with the traditional
WIPNET Peace Checkpoint activity.
This activity was supported by
Oxfam-America and David Crockett.

Conakry).
The consultations took
place from 2630 September and 710
November respectively. Though these
engagements revealed and confirmed
that Gender/Women’s ministries’
broad mandate does not have a
specific focus on peace and security,
they are
mandated to promote
gender
equality and women’s
empowerment through their
founding statutes and through
international instruments such as the
Beijing Declaration and
Platform

during the peace and DDRR processes.
The challenge they faced was to
remain impartial, neutral and nonpartisan, despite the fact that some of
their
members had political
interests. It was agreed that women
with political aspirations should
abstain from the exercise and also take
a
temporary leave of absence from
the activities of the Network.

Consultative Meetings and
Capacity Building in Nigeria:
In the latter part of 2004, WIPNET
entered into a strategic partnership
with NoVib, to Strengthen the
Capacity of Women’s Groups in Nigeria
During the exercise, WIPNET
to Participate in Peace Advocacy and
discovered there was severe voter
Conflict
Prevention. In
apathy (especially among
2005, WIPNET translated
women and youth). They
th i s p a rtn e rs h i p i n to
came up with a strategy to
concrete action through
get more women to
capacity building and
register - they baby-sat,
meeting by strengthening
sold goods, washed and
existing women in
carried out other chores for
peacebuilding
networks
women whilst the women
in the North-East and Nigerwent to register. At the end
Delta; and
expanding
of four days, 7,455 women
the network to three geowere
registered a 60
political zones
Southper cent
increase in the
West, North-Central and
number of women who had
South-East. The
registered earlier.
membership of WIPNET in
Nigeria increased by 60.
Under the NoVib/WIPNET
Vo i c e s o f Wo m e n
p a r t n e r s h i p , a
Community Radio
consultative meeting was
Program
also organized to develop a
Throughout 2005, the
4th WIPNET Annual Conference, Cotonou, Benin
framework and criteria for
Vo i c e s o f Wo m e n
implementing the Voices of
Community Radio Program
for Action UN SCR 1325 and the
Women community radio program in
continued airing from strategic
Millennium Development Goals.
Nigeria. The VOW community radio
locations in The Gambia, Liberia and
WIPNET
has entered into partnership
program will commence airing in
Senegal. In Liberia, the program has
with the Centre for Conflict
Nigeria in 2006.
been extended to three locations and
Resolution, Cape Town, South Africa,
in Nigeria the program will commence
to strengthen the area of policy
airing in 2006. The Voices of Women
influencing.
Working with Gender/Women’s
Community Radio Program has become
Ministries:
a
channel for ‘globalizing local
An integral component of WIPNET’s
issues’ and ‘localizing global issues’ on
Promoting Women’s Political
agenda is to influence policy
women, peace and security.
Participation:
The WIPNET-Liberia
formulation and implementation in
Experience:
peace and security. This year, WIPNET
On
request, WIPNET-Liberia entered
began to strengthen
cooperation
4th Annual Women in Peacebuilding
into
a partnership with the United
between policy-makers, technocrats
Regional Conference:
Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) and
a n d w o m e n ’s g r o u p s . T h i s
WIPNET organized its 4th Annual
t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s
collaboration began with a
Conference in Cotonou, Benin on 1-3
Development Program (UNDP) to carry
consultative meeting and training for
November, 2005. This event coincided
out
civic and voter education in
Gender Ministries from the
with the global celebration of the fifth
preparation for the Liberia
Senegambia (Senegal, Gambia and
year of the United Nations Security
presidential
and general elections
Guinea Bissau) and countries of the
Council Resolution 1325 on Women,
which took place in October 2005. This
Mano River Union (Cote d’Ivoire,
Peace and Security. Consequently,
experience
was different for WIPNETLiberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea
WIPNET dedicated this
Liberia from the role they played
12
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HIGHLIGHTS

!
!
!
!
!
Youngest member at the WIPNET Nigeria
Annual Conference

conference to the review of the
implementation of UNSC Res. 1325 in
West Africa. The theme for the
conference was “Revisiting the United
Nations Security Council Resolution in
West Africa:
Opportunities and
Challenges for the Future”.
Mainstreaming Women’s Issues in
Security Sector Reform:
In partnership with the West Africa
Network for Security and
Democratic Governance (WANSED) and
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung,
WIPNET
has designed a specialized
methodology for mainstreaming
gender and in particular women’s
issues in security sector reform. As a
follow up activity, WIPNET is
expected to train experts and women’s
groups on ‘Gender and Security Sector
Reform’.
Strategic Partnerships:
All the activities implemented in 2005
by WIPNET were made possible by the
support of its strategic
partners:
Oxfam America, Oxfam Great
Britain, WPP-IFOR, N(o)Vib,
Mamacash, Global Fund for
Women, Urgent Action Fund,
African Women Development
Fund, David Crockett, American
Jewish World Service (AJWS).
Outputs:
A region-specific policy
f r a m e w o r k f o r
mainstreaming women’s
issues in peace and security.
! Expansion of activities to
new locations not currently
covered.

!

Increased collaboration
between ECOWAS Gender Unit and
WIPNET.
A clearly defined framework for
engaging policy makers and
technocrats.
An additional 160 trained women
peacebuilders across West Africa.
A specialized manual on Gender
and Security Sector Reform.
4 translations of United Nations
Security Council Resolution on
Women, Peace and Security.
The Community Women in
Peacebuilding Manual
translated into 6 languages

Follow-up Activities for 2006:
Implementation of Phase II of the
N(o)Vib/WIPNET project in
Nigeria.
! Implementation of Phase III of the

!

Key Challenges:
Positioning WIPNET to impact
policy formulation and
implementation on peace and
security.
! Funds to sustain the Women in
Peacebuilding Program (WIPNET)
in countries that have not
experienced active (violent)
conflicts.
! Difficulty in supervising radio
programs in countries without a
full-time program officer

!

At the 4th Annual Conference in Benin

Key Lessons Learned:
The Women in Peacebuilding
Program at the national levels are
at different stages of growth. At
the Regional level the program
should focus on strengthening the
weaker
networks in the coming
year.
! It is erroneous to assume that
policymakers and technocrats in
the region have the requisite skills

!

!
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!

and knowledge to engage in issues
relating to women, peace and
security. WIPNET will continue to
engage these groups in its work.
There is need to showcase the
efforts and initiatives of women in
this field in order to
demystify the existing notion that
women are largely inactive and are
only victims.

!

!
!

Oxfam-America/WIPNET project
in the Senegambia region.
Conduct research on Women’s
Peace Activism: case study of the
West Africa Women in
Peacebuilding Network (WIPNET).
Publish the 3rd edition of the
WIPNET journal, Her story.
Begin the broadcast of a VOW
community radio program in
Nigeria and continue airing
in the Gambia, Senegal,
Guinea Bissau and Liberia.
! Increase targeted action to
engage policy makers and
technocrats.
! Interpret the United
Nations Security Council
Resolution 1325 on Women,
Peace and Security from a
West African perspective
and increase action to
a d v a n c e
i t s
implementation.

WIPNET Capacity Building Training, Dakar, Senegal
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Victoria Kumbour

Introduction
WANEP reconceptualized its Civil Society Program (CSP) based on key findings and lessons learned in the two years. The CSP,
working with the Capacity-building Program I and the Global Partnership for Armed Conflict Prevention (GPPAC) Projects,
contributed to three general areas: linking Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) in the region along the defined thematic area of
peacebuilding; understanding the capacity-building needs of CSOs at all levels in the region; and ensuring that the West Africa
agenda for peacebuilding and conflict prevention is part of a wider Africa/global strategy.
Experiences of the pilot phase corroborate WANEP’s growing role as the leading peacebuilding organization in the region; a
role which requires it to strategically target policy makers, other than existing partners such as ECOWAS, on a regular and
formal basis. Therefore, the CSP was reconceptualized into Civil Society Policy and Advocacy Program (CSPA).
The aim of CSPA is to become a filtering ground for emerging policy issues and an advocacy mechanism for Civil
engagement with policy makers, linking practice to policy.

Society’s

Objectives
!
Coordinate emerging policy issues from WANEP programmatic areas
!
Collaborate with policy makers to input WANEP’s perspective into human security policies
!
Mobilize NGOs, CSOs, CBOs, sub-regional networks, practitioners and academics to research into human security
threats and advocate for policies that will address the human security needs of the sub-region.
!
Collaborate with relevant national and regional civil society actors to develop an integrated and cohesive framework
for promoting human security
!
Enhance partnerships between CSOs and policy makers at the national level
!
Enhance national and cross-border collaboration among peacebuilding organizations and other relevant actors in
conflict prevention, good governance and human security.
!
Build capacity of local civil society groups for advocacy and lobby

HIGHLIGHTS
West Africa Regional Steering Group
Consultation Meeting
T h e 1 4 - m e m b e r We s t A f r i c a
Regional Steering Group (RSG) which
was set up during the CSOs regional
conference in 2004, held its first
consultation meeting in Accra from
February 18-19 2005.
The RSG
members reviewed the regional Action
Agenda and
developed a
framework to localize and galvanize
support for its working document for
conflict prevention. The framework
is also built to assist in the formation
of national peace and security
forums, and ensure networking
among various groups across
borders. WANEP intends to use these
fora to build a bridge
between
CSOs and policymakers.
Common Africa Agenda for
conflict prevention:
As part of the process towards
developing a common Africa action
agenda for conflict prevention to
contribute to the global action
agenda, four delegates represented
14

Global Conference for the
Prevention of Armed Conflict:
WANEP, under the CSPA, led a
20member delegation of CSOs and policy
makers to represent West Africa at the
Global Conference: “From Reaction to
Prevention: Civil Society Forging
Partnerships to
Prevent Violent
Conflict and Build Peace”. Members of
the WANEP delegation played key roles
as
resource persons in various
thematic group discussions: Early
Warning and Early Response, Women
in Peacebuilding, and
Civilian
Peacekeeping. For the West Africa
delegation, the
highlight of the
Conference was when
the first
Regional
Coordinator of the
Women in Peacebuilding Program
(WIPNET) was presented with one of
the first two copies of the book
“People Building Peace”, in which
she contributed a chapter. She was
honored for her contribution toward
the advancement of women’s
involvement in peacebuilding
process in West Africa. The Global
A cross-section of participants at the Togo consultation Action Agenda (GAA) for the
the West Africa region at an “All Africa
Expert Consultation in Nairobi”. The
delegates included WANEP
Liaison
Officer at ECOWAS, the
Policy and
A d v o c a c y c o o r d i n a t o r, a n d
representatives from Togo and Burkina
Faso. The input from the West Africa
team contributed
enormously to
developing a
comprehensive and
consolidated document for conflict
prevention and human security in
Africa.
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HIGHLIGHTS
prevention of Violent Conflict was
presented to the UN SecretaryGeneral. The GAA is a consolidation of
regional action agendas from the 14
regions that participated in the global
process under the Global Partnership
for the Prevention of Armed Conflict.
For further information on this
conference, please visit GPPAC online
at www.conflict-prevention.net and
WANEP at www.wanep.org,

ADVOCACY & LOBBYING
Popularizing the Global Action
Agenda:
Members of the West
Africa
delegation initiated various activities
to create awareness on the Global
Action Agenda in their respective
countries. Radio and television talk
shows were held to popularize the
document and the GPPAC process. The
GAA was also discussed in civil society
forums to inform and encourage CSOs
to adopt the GAA as a human security
advocacy and lobby tool.
I n N i g e r, t h e R S G m e m b e r s
organized a meeting for civil society
groups to discuss the GAA and identify
local priority areas. The GAA was also

Stakeholders meeting, Togo
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introduced and discussed at
the Fourth Annual Regional
Conference of WIPNET in
Benin and the West Africa
Civil Society
Forum
(WACSOF)
meeting in
Accra, which committed to
adopting the GAA as a
working document. Copies
of the document have also
been circulated to
development agencies,
embassies and donor
partners.
Togo Consultation

Reaching out to
Policymakers:
As part of WANEP’s strategy to link
experiences in peacebuilding
practice to policy formulation and
influence, the CSPA paid courtesy visits
to the Ghana Minister of Interior and
the Minister for Foreign Affairs. The
purpose of the meeting was, among
others, to officially congratulate
Ghana for being elected to the Security
Council as a non permanent member;
create awareness on the CSPA, the
GPPAC process and the GAA; and
explore opportunities that will inform
how CSOs could support the work of
the Government of Ghana to the UN
Resolution 1625 which endorses civil
society groups’ participation in
conflict prevention. The Minister of
Interior and the Chief Director of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
c o m m e n d e d WA N E P f o r i t s
constructive contribution to peace and
security in Ghana and West Africa at
large and called for closer
collaboration with the organization.
National Conflict Prevention
Forum in Togo
As part of its efforts to mainstream
inclusive and democratic dialogue to
prevent violent conflicts, CSPAP
organized a consultation from the 5th
to 8th December for over forty Social
and Political actors in Togo. Held
under the theme “Togolese sociopolitical actors in the
development of a shared vision for the
prevention of violent conflict in Togo,”
the consultation created space for civil
society actors and political parties to

discuss and
reflect on the content,
form and process for inclusive national
dialogue and reconciliation. The
consultation was facilitated by WANEP
in partnership with the Institute of
Democratic Governance (IDEG).
The four day consultation was
attended by representatives from
CSOs, government and international
agencies. It enabled an open and
constructive dialogue about
challenges confronting peace and
stability in Togo and the strategies to
move forward. At the end of the four
days the participants, formed a Civil
Society Platform to engage themselves
actively in the process of National
Dialogue as well as promote human
security and
sustainable peace.
They made a declaration of their
commitment to engage socio-political
actors and the government in the
construction of lasting peace in the
country.
The first phase of the consultation
resulting in a Civil Society Platform was
funded by the French Foreign Ministry
under the Global
Partnership for
Armed Conflict Prevention (GPPAC)
while the Dutch Government through
its Embassy in Ghana is supporting
WANEP efforts at contributing to the
process of National Dialogue and
building peace.
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WANEP at UN Expert Group
Meeting on Social Integration
WANEP participated in an Expert Group
Meeting on “Dialogue in the Social
Integration Process: building peaceful
social relations
by, for and with
people” at the United
Nations
Headquarters in New York from the 21
to 23 November 2005. It was organized
by the Division for Social Policy and
Development (DSPD) of the United
Nations
Department of Economic
and Social Affairs (DESA).
Peacebuilding practice experiences
recognize dialogue as an important
tool to facilitate change in social
relations, which is key to social
integration/transformation, as well as
to conflict prevention and
peacebuilding. However, dialogue is
not a panacea, and may not provide
the solution at a specific time. Other
tools are sometimes more
effective, or needed to
complement dialogue. In this
sense, dialogue should be seen
as part of a comprehensive
process.
Financial Support
During the year under review,
the CSPA received support from
GPPAC for participation in the
West
Africa’s Global
Conference in New York. The
program also won a grant from
the French Ministry of Foreign
Affairs through a joint
proposal presented by WANEP
and ECCP. The grant is to
support civil society platforms
at the national level to
influence policy in the area of
human security.

! Development of a framework for

!
!

!

localizing and implementing the
West Africa Action Agenda for the
Prevention of Violent
Conflicts at
the national level.
Increased awareness of the Global
Action Agenda at the national level.
Strengthening of WANEP-Togo as
CSOs Platform for advocacy on
human security and engaging policy
makers.
Enhanced collaboration and
networking with CSOs at
continental level

strategic partners in governance
and therefore
unwilling to
collaborate with CSOs.
Lessons learned

! Effective policy influence requires
!
!

Key challenges

! Funding: The CSPA is

searching
for funding opportunities to support
its three year strategic plan.
Recommendations in the regional
and global action agendas are yet to
be implemented due to the lack of
funds.

!
!

a collective front by CSOs to engage
policymakers.
CSOs lack the requisite
knowledge, skills and capacity for
policy formulation and advocacy.
Policymakers are more
receptive to constructive
contributions from CSOs than
negative and antagonistic
criticisms.
There is need to enhance the
capacity of policymakers in the
collaborative process.
The majority of policy makers are
uninformed about
Resolutions
and protocols signed by their
national
governments at
international level. There is
the need for CSOs to create
awareness through
appropriate strategy in order
to demand accountability
from them.
! Violent conflicts in West
Africa can only be prevented
through integrated
approaches.
! The availability of
funds
is crucial in mobilizing CSOs
for
effective actions.

Follow-up Activities in 2006
C S PA w i l l f a c i l i t a t e t h e
organization of peace and
security forums in 14 West
Emmanuel Bombande, WANEP-Executive Director addresses
African countries. Training
delegates at the Global Conference for the Prevention
workshops will be organized to
of Armed Conflicts at the UN headquarters in New York
enhance the capacity of the
forums to engage positively and
! Weak/Fragmented civil
society
constructively with government.
front:
For CSPA to achieve its
Outputs
The program will intensify its efforts
objectives, CSOs at the national
! Increased global political
in establishing linkages with
level must work together presenting
leverage of WANEP as a major
policymakers and institutions,
a united front on policy issues.
regional actor in peacebuilding and
especially those directly related to
There
is much fragmentation among
human security.
WA N E P ’s p r o g r a m m a t i c a r e a s ,
CSOs which is compounded by
! Participation of West Africa in the
development agencies and donor
inadequate capacity to engage
Global Civil Society
partners. Funds will be raised to
effectively.
Conference.
implement the CSPA three-year
! West Africa regional agenda from ! Inadequate commitment from strategic plan.
governments: Some national
foundation for GAA.
governments are yet to
! Established formal links with
acknowledge the capacity of CSOs as
national policy makers.
16
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Jacob Enoh Eben & Constant Gnacadja

Introduction
The year 2005 saw a transition between Phases I and II of the Capacity Building Program (CBP) for Conflict
Prevention,
Good Governance and Peacebuilding. The earlier part of the year was dedicated to completing
outstanding tasks of
CBP I. In the middle of the year, USAID signed another two-year grant with WANEP and its
strategic partner, CRS-WARO for
CBP II. The goal of CBP II is an “enhanced West Africa conflict prevention framework for ECOWAS and CSOs.”
Strategic Objective:
A functioning West Africa Early Warning and Response Network (WARN)

!

Intermediary Results:
Strengthen collaboration between ECOWAS and CSOs on Conflict Prevention, develop a national and regional
communication infrastructure and network capacity
! Reinforce an institutional framework to strengthen Early Warning System
! Develop a gender-sensitive Early Warning System

!

HIGHLIGHTS
Phase I of the Capacity Building Program officially came to

Ghana and Bread for the World, embarked on a project in

an end in September 2004. Two no-cost extension quarters

Togo. The aim of the project was to ensure a violence-free
election and national
regional staff joined the

reconciliation. A team of
national network in Togo for a

series of consultations with different stakeholders.
Upgrade Early Warning Database
In CBP I, an early warning database was designed. This
database is expected to be fully upgraded in CBP II and
functional for the purpose of early warning.
USAID contracted a US-based consulting firm, Virtual
Research Associates (VRA), to upgrade the early

warning

database. VRA held separate and joint working sessions
with ECOWAS and WANEP. In one of these working sessions,
it was unanimously agreed to change the name of the
Takwa Suifon facilitates a course in Early Warning & Early Response

WANEP “Situation Room” to the WANEP “Peace Monitoring
Centre” (PMC).

were used to complete outstanding tasks in the early part of
2005. As reported in 2004, the signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding between ECOWAS and WANEP established
the framework for a firm

collaboration and partnership

between ECOWAS and CSOs to render functional the Early
Warning System.
In-house Capacity Building Training
At the regional secretariat, two in-house capacity building
training courses took place on facilitation skills and on
women in peacebuilding. Regional staff who participated in
the training acquired invaluable skills in gender
mainstreaming and facilitation.
Violence-Free Elections in Togo
Following the transition in leadership and democratization
in Togo, WANEP, with the support of the Dutch Embassy in
Annual Report 2005

Doug Bond of VRA (far left), Emmanuel WANEP-Executive Director,
Abdul Gueye of ECOWAS and Takwa WANEP Liaison Officer
in ECOWAS , in a chat on the way forward with the database
after a meeting
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HIGHLIGHTS
The following thematic areas were selected to develop
gender-sensitive indicators:

Political; Socio-cultural;

Economic; Security; Environment; and Infrastructure.
These indicators were refined and pre-tested during a five-

!

networks;
Few or no travels could be made by the Regional

!

Secretariat to the national networks.
Despite the acquisition of financial and material
resources for pre-elections activities,

day training course on Early Warning and Conflict

Liberia was unable to fully deploy

Prevention.

WANEP-

monitors to collect

information from all the counties.
Lessons Learned
! WANEP must diversify its funding sources and increase
its financial sustainability at both

!

regional and

national levels.
The name “Peace Monitoring Centre” was

preferred

to “Situation Room”, as was used in the project
proposal, as it better suits WANEP’s commitment to

!

human security.
The involvement of community members and leaders in
the voter sensitization and education campaigns

!

significantly strengthens inclusion.
The process of the Strategic Planning of

WANEP-

Nigeria was a driving force to mobilize to strengthen
their network.

Executive Director meets Ghana’s Interior Minister
Papa Owusu Ankomah

Forty participants from various CSOs across the sub region,

Follow-Up Activities
! Establish Zonal Bureaus
! Hold regular debriefing sessions with ECOWAS
! Training for WANEP Zonal Coordinators and field

including a representative from ECOWAS-OMC, participated
in the one week training. The training covered theoretical
aspects of Early Warning and Early Response, and practical
sessions were taught on report writing. The main focus was
on Situation Reports based on the ECOWAS Mechanism on
Conflict Prevention.

!

monitors.
Further training for Coordinators on Early

!

reporting and analysis.
Engender early warning and conflict prevention

!

mechanism.
Establishing a quality control mechanism for the early

Warning

warning system

Establish and operate Peace Monitoring Centre
An office space has been established at the regional
secretariat for the Peace Monitoring Centre (PMC). The PMC
will serve as the central monitoring and reporting centre on
peace and security issues in the sub-region. The PMC will be
linked to the Observation and

Monitoring Centre (OMC)

of ECOWAS. The operation of the PMC is underway.
Challenges
! Lack of institutional support to the national networks,
especially those still fully dependent on the Regional

!
18

Secretariat;
The level of activities dropped in some national
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Kwesi Enchill

Introduction
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has become an integral part of our modern world and institutions such as
WANEP are heavily dependent on ICT. As a network organization where effective collaboration and
communication are
essential, ICT responses should be top notch. WANEP’s ICT department ensures smooth, effective and efficient technical
support to the regional secretariat and hopes to provide the same quality support to the
national networks.
Objectives:
! Manage and provide support on internal networks, troubleshoot and monitor LAN/WAN services.
! Advise management on informatics equipment/programs to meet excellent ICT standards.
! Manage, maintain and update WANEP website.
! Design layouts and publish all WANEP publications including quarterly newsletters, annual reports, topical
monograph, journals, reports, etc.
! Provide reports on informatics equipment inventory and also technical documentation on ICT issues.
! Provide cutting edge solutions on ICT matters.
! Provide in-house and/or external ICT training/assistance to staff.
! Manage software and other ICT licenses. Log help-desk requests and follow up accordingly.

papers,

HIGHLIGHTS
Website
The WANEP website ( www.wanep.org ) remains a

!

Redesign, update and make website more

resource centre and receives a large number of hits from

!

interactive.
Training of staff on the applications of ICT tools

!

available to them.
Revamping infrastructural base to provide

!
!
!
!

edge support services.
Restock hardware/software library.
Publish WIPNET Journal (Her Story)
Digitally archive WANEP published materials.
Acquire a purpose-built server to improve on ICT

researchers, peacebuilding practitioners and internet
surfers at large.
Publications
During the period under review a brochure has been
produced. Our usual publications (Her stories, WANEP
Links, etc) could not be published because of lack of
funding.

cutting-

quality of service, store documents and facilitate
internal/external information flow.

Outcomes
WANEP’s presence on the internet has become
phenomenal as it serves as a source of information and an
electronic

resource

centre

for

researchers,

peacebuilding practitioners and other relevant
stakeholders. WARN policy briefs have been published on
the website to reach a larger audience. The site received
recognition from the Social Science Information
Gateway (SOSIG) http://www.sosig.ac.uk/.
Challenges
The biggest challenge for the ICT department this year is
that it is under-staffed and ill-equipped. These
shortcomings resulted in the inability to provide a proper
support system and network administrative services.

ICT Officer making a presentation

Activities for the next period
Publish four quarterly newsletters (WANEP)
Publish one Annual Report.

!
!
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PROGRAM REPORT
RESEARCH, MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Daniel Kondor & Ruby Dagadu

Introduction
The Research, Monitoring and Evaluation Program was established in 2005. The need to develop mechanisms or tools to
determine the impact of WANEP’s work and produce research documents becomes critical as WANEP forges
strategic
partnerships with other institutions such as CSOs, governmental institutions and bilateral donor agencies which require
impact assessment tools integrated in funded projects.
Furthermore, to adequately address conflict prevention and for peacebuilding outcomes to be more effective and
sustainable in West Africa, there is serious need to map the conflicts in the sub-region, analyze the root causes, nature,
consequences, and the stakeholders and beneficiaries in these conflicts. The results of the research undertaken should be
published and used to inform policy formulation.
Objectives
! Generate information that will enhance appreciation and understanding of the types and causes of conflict in West Africa
by location; identify the principal actors in any particular conflict, as well as the victims and ‘beneficiaries’ and
determine mechanisms for transforming them.
! Make accessible original, reliable, and evidence-based data for reference purposes.
! Use the information gathered from the research to inform WANEP’s Peace Monitoring Centre.
! Review and strengthen existing M&E mechanisms.
! Share lessons learnt with others in the field to harmonize M&E in peacebuilding activities.
! Identify and implement specific tasks and activities to improve M&E at national and regional levels.
! Document the successes and impact of WANEP’s work across the sub-region

HIGHLIGHTS
Research Activities
As a newly created unit,
preliminary groundwork
undertaken included drawing up a oneyear research plan which was also a
pre-requisite for accessing Ghana
Research and Advocacy Program (GRAP) funding for
research into
conflict in the country. The research
work plan outlined activities in 10
regions in Ghana. The work plan was
submitted to G-RAP.
The Research Unit wrote and
presented a paper on Border
Security and the International
Obligations of Ghana’s Border
Security Agencies. The paper looked at
the contested concept of security,
identified the agencies concerned with
border security, their role, the
challenges, and recommendations on
how to
enhance security at the
country’s borders. The paper was
highly appreciated and commended as
having aptly addressed
fundamental problems within Ghana’s
borders at a time when much of the
West African
sub-region was
embroiled in
conflict with grave
implications for the proliferation of
small arms and light weapons.
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Draft West African Code of
Conduct for Armed and Security
Forces (WACOCAS)
The Research Unit through the senior
researcher also
represented
WANEP at the Preparatory Meeting on
a Draft West African Code of Conduct
for Armed and
Security Forces
(WACOCAS) sponsored and organized
by ECOWAS and the Geneva
Centre
for Democratic Control of the Armed
Forces (DCAF) from October 24 to 26,
2005. A presentation was made by
WA N E P o n C i v i l S o c i e t y
Perspectives on a Code of Conduct for
Armed and Security Forces. The
presentation called for greater civilian
and security forces interaction to
foster an enhanced collaboration,
especially in the areas of conflict
prevention.
Course on Ghana Security Sector
Governance and Management
Earlier in August, the Senior
Researcher attended a course on
Ghana Security Sector Governance and
Management at the Ghana Armed
Forces Training and Staff College.
The purpose of the course was to make
participants appreciate
security
sector governance and management
and the need for a reform of the sector
for democratic governance and to

c re at e an understanding of the
contribution of every individual as a
stakeholder in the security of the
nation. was also expected that
participants would clearly
understand the paradigm shift in
security issues from the traditional
notion of defense of national
s o v e r e i g n t y, e l i t e / r e g i m e
protection to include human
security.
Early Warning
Toward the end of October, after
monitoring the peace negotiations in
Côte d’Ivoire led by South
African
President Thabo M’Beki, an Early
Warning policy brief was written to
highlight the Pretoria Peace Talks. The
policy brief
analyzed the
implications of the
failure of the
talks and looked at the opportunities
currently
available for building
sustainable peace in that country.
Capacity Building
The Unit coordinator attended the
module on Early Warning and Early
Response at WAPI 2005 and also
participated in the tripartite
workshop between ECOWAS, WANEP
and USAID in Banjul in
November
2005.
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PROGRAM REPORT
RESEARCH, MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Daniel Kondor & Ruby Dagadu

HIGHLIGHTS
M & E Tr a i n i n g o f Tr a i n e r s
workshop
At the beginning of 2005, WANEP
entered into a partnership with
Management Systems International
(MSI) and the Capable Partners
Program (CAP) of the USA to build the
capacity of WANEP staff and its 400
plus member organizations in
performance monitoring and
evaluation. A customized
monitoring training was
successfully conducted by CAP in
Elmina, Ghana from the 3rd 12th
October 2005.
In all, 32 participants took part in the
training with 25 completing the
Training of Trainers (TOT) and

who took part in the training will be
assisting the countries that have
large numbers of members. In the
immediate
future, the M&E
department will finalize and publish
the draft manual for use by the 12
national networks and all the
member organizations.

A session at MSI/CAP/WANEP M&E TOT

tool for new trainers to
assess
themselves and their
performance.
Challenges
One of the major challenges for
the program is funding for the
department. For now, it is
important for all coordinators to
incorporate M&E into their plans
and budgets while other avenues
are being explored for funding.

The methodology of monitoring
and evaluating peacebuilding
activities in West Africa is new
and untapped. This will require
Working group at the M&E Training, Elmina
conscious effort and funds for the
proper institutionalization of the
system by all practitioners. It
committed themselves to replicate the
will be necessary to develop
training in their various countries.
acceptable indicators and targets
that will be suitable to all
Lessons Learned / Observations
stakeholders and planned users of the
Pe a c e b u i l d i n g m o n i t o r i n g i s
framework.
qualitative in nature and focuses on
intangible results such as
Some countries, such as Sierra Leone
relationships, trust and confidence
and Nigeria, have many members,
which make it very difficult to assess
which poses a major challenge to
and measure changes and progress. In
complete their
trainings by the
the same vein,
evaluating
deadline. It is therefore envisaged that
peacebuilding programs involves value
the M&E coordinator and other staff
judgments which are subjective.
from the regional office will assist
these countries in implementing the
Many now recognize the need to
training.
monitor peacebuilding programs and
projects but need support to build
Way Forward
their capacity to do this specialized
It is expected that all the national
activity. WANEP is leading the process
networks will conduct their follow-up
by involving all its 430 plus network
trainings at the country level according
members to
introduce the
to the work plan that was developed at
concept to other partners.
the end of the workshop. The
coordinator and the two regional staff
The new approach to TOT was a useful
Annual Report 2005

It is important for all coordinators to
include an M&E component in their
work plans in order to
facilitate
the implementation of the program.
In the coming year, lessons learned
workshops will be held for a wider
array of
practitioners to make
inputs on experiences from the field.
WANEP is grateful to MSI and CAP for
their support.

Presentation at M&E TOT

Follow-up Activities

! Proposals for funding
! Follow up trainings in all the 12
countries

! Collaborative research with
!
!

identifiable organizations and
coordinators
Conference to share
experiences
Finalization of the monitoring and
evaluation draft manual for
publication and use.

!
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Oury Traore

JUSTICE LENS

WANEP believes that the respect of human rights should be central to the pursuit of sustainable development, peace and
justice in Africa. It is in this spirit that WANEP is developing a programmatic area that is building a platform of synergy
between the fields of human rights and peacebuilding.
The knowledge and integration of human rights into peacebuilding is fundamental to WANEP’s vision of establishing a regional
early warning and conflict prevention mechanism in West-Africa. Mounting human rights violations are widely acknowledged
as early warning signs of imminent conflict, thus serving as indicators for communities or states in distress. The occurrence
and frequency of human rights violations signal the need for timely intervention and constructive methods to address
violations. Human rights strategies such as fact-finding, reporting, advocacy and monitoring are critical to effective early
warning and conflict prevention.
WANEP early warning and conflict prevention program with ECOWAS will engage its networks and member
organizations at national levels to collect open source, reliable and valid information to be fed in the early warning
mechanism.
The conception of this program was informed by a study conducted by WANEP in 2003 with the support of the European Union
(EU) through CORDAID. A consultant was hired for 9 months to map and survey the current relationships between
peacebuilding and human rights organizations in West-Africa. Some of the objectives of the study were to:
Assess the operational relationship between human rights and peacebuilding organizations in West Africa, as well as their
ability or willingness to participate in regional collaborative programs;
Support longer-term efforts of human rights organizations to promote the culture of peace, justice and reconciliation through
offering appropriate training in justice and peacebuilding concepts and skills through the West Africa
Peacebuilding
Institute (WAPI).
The consultant mapped human rights organizations in three countries: Senegal, Guinea Bissau, and Sierra Leone.
Additionally, a case study was done on the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) to identify its role in
building lasting peace in West-Africa.
The study recommended synergy between human rights and peacebuilding organizations at country and regional levels to
share experiences and strengthen each other’s capacities. The study also confirmed that peace and justice should be
integrated to build a West Africa where human security is imperative and development and fundamental rights are no longer
mere rhetoric.
The aim of the Justice Lens Program is to build a strategic coalition between the fields of human rights and
peacebuilding
to achieve development goals, and facilitate democracy and good governance in a sub-region where lasting peace and human
security are paramount. Specific goals and objectives will be established in each country. Comprehensive methods and
evaluations for charting progress and results will also be put in place. Gender analysis and gender disaggregated data will be
integrated thoroughly in the program.
Objectives
!
To create a platform of collaboration between human rights and peacebuilding actors.
!
Build the capacity of WANEP’s network member organizations in the rights-based approach to peacebuilding.
!
Mainstream human rights approach into the regional Early Warning and conflict prevention Mechanism.
!
Create awareness on human security through research and publication.

HIGHLIGHTS
Expected Program Results
Peacebuilding practitioners will
acquire better understanding of
human rights concepts, standards
and mechanisms to strengthen
their work
! Human rights actors will learn
conflict resolution techniques.
! Pe a c e b u i ld i n g p ra c ti ti on e rs
increasingly use the
rights-

!
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!
!

!

based approach to peacebuilding.
Enhanced conflict early warning
and conflict
prevention
mechanism in the sub region.
More public enlightenment about
fundamental rights through peace
education integrated with human
rights education.
Peacebuilding CSOs develop skills
in human rights
monitoring and

!

reporting.
Foster an environment conducive
to human security

Planned Activities
Regional Consultations,
Networking and advocacy.
! Capacity building.
! Research and publications

!
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JUSTICE LENS
HIGHLIGHTS

Regional Consultation,
Networking and Advocacy

!

!

!
!

!

!

Hold regional consultations with
human rights and peacebuilding
CSOs to identify emerging issues
and intervention strategies in
West Africa
Facilitate the direct
engagement of member
organizations with key
human
rights institutions in Africa and
internationally
Direct engagement with decisionmakers through formal meetings
at national, regional levels.
Engage with human rights
organizations at the African NGOs
Forum, African
Commission
Sessions and other relevant fora.
Develop strategies to strengthen
information-sharing,
collaboration and networking
between human and
p e a c e b u i l d i n g
organizations.
Collaboration with human rights
institutions within ECOWAS, the
AU and the UN.

Capacity building

!

!
!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!

Challenges

Organize workshops on
human
rights for ECOWAS early warning
and conflict prevention unit,
ECOWAS Zonal Bureau heads and
other relevant CSOs.
Train field monitors in
factfinding missions,
analysis and
reporting.
Train on thematic issues such as
Women’s Rights, Security Council
Re s o l u t i o n 1 3 2 5 , G e n d e r
Mainstreaming, the African Human
Rights System, Children’s Rights,
etc.
Develop training modules on
peacebuilding and human rights
for the West African Peacebuilding
Institute (WAPI)
Research and Publication
Hold a consultation to select
theme and potential writers.
Identify editors and other relevant
contributors for the journal.
Undertake field research.
Select thematic areas.
Publish and disseminate

Avoid duplication of efforts and
complement the
on-going efforts
of human rights organizations.
F u n d r a i s i n g t o b e g i n
implementation of the work plan

Oury Traore, WANEP-Program Manager
making a presentation

A GLANCE AT NATIONAL NETWORKS
HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Capacity building training workshops: The Ghana
Network organized 5 Peacebuilding trainings for
security officers, political party and leaders, youth and
trade groups, assembly persons and women groups. The
trainings concentrated on awareness raising on human
rights, individual responsibility in peace processes
(especially on the Dagbon peace process); the role of

Ghana

information and network
Internal Capacity building: The National Network
Coordinator and one other staff member were trained in
ICT and Internet usage as well as training in Conflict
Monitoring and Evaluation.
Other activities: The Network, in addition to having

peacebuilding and conflict transformation in grassroots

meetings and consultations with traditional chiefs

development; and the role of peacebuilding in good

(including two of the Eminent chiefs of the Otumfuo

governance at the district assembly level.

Committee) and opinion groups in Dagbon on the

Experience sharing visit: Staff from the Ghana
network went on a field trip to Sierra Leone to share
Annual Report 2005

Peace Process played an active role in five

Dagbon

non-violence

and peace education campaigns in Tamale.
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A GLANCE AT NATIONAL NETWORKS
HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Radio Programs:
The Network took part in radio
programs on Radio-CI (Femina program) to remind the
Ivorian populace of the critical role of women in building
lasting peace in the country.
Visit to the West of Cote D’Ivoire: Following the bloody
confrontation on 4-10 May 2005, the Network in partnership
with OCHA visited the communities where the events took
place.

Cote d’Ivoire

Capacity building training: The Network facilitated a
training of trainers for women groups in peacebuilding.
Sixty-three women participated in the training.
Additionally, the Network held several consultations and
meetings with funders and partners such as ONUCI, UNDP,
OCHA, Canadian High Commission, Search for Common
Ground, UNICEF, the Ministry of Reconciliation and the
Ministry of the Family, Women and Children.

Communiqué:
The network issued a communiqué
condemning the bloody confrontation in Guiglo and
Duekoué.
HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Orientation for Research Study Groups: Two separate
orientation meetings were held for members of the RSG in
the southern and northern states to acquire the required
skills and techniques in field research to collect data for
the Strategic Plan.
National Strategic Planning Meeting: Coincided with the
3rd Annual General Meeting and provided the

opportunity to WANEP-Nigeria to present its five-year
Strategic Plan for adoption.
Zonal Presentations: A one-day pre-national strategic
planning zonal meeting was held in the six geopolitical
zones. The aim of the meeting was to allow all the network
members to fully participate in the process.

HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Small Arms and Light Weapons: In 2005, WANEP Gambia
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with CECI
and OXFAM to serve as a focal point in the implementation
of the sub-regional small arms and light weapons pilot
project involving four countries Senegal, Guinea Bissau,
Guinea Conakry and the Gambia. WANEP Gambia is the only
CSO that is directly working on SALW in the Gambia. WANEP
Gambia is spearheading the “Control Arms Campaign” in
The Gambia with activities ranging from sensitization and
lobbying and urging the government to sign the draft
convention in the next meeting of ECOWAS Foreign
Ministers in Niamey, Niger. The project will be run over two
years and is being jointly implemented by WANEP Gambia
and the National Commission of Small Arms and Light
Weapons.
Capacity building training: WANEP Gambia conducted two
trainings on small arms. The first was organized in
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The Gambia

collaboration with CECI/OXFAM for members of the
Steering committee and partners. The second training
targeted the Basse community. A five-day training of
trainers on Gender and Small Arms was also conducted.
Election monitoring: WANEP Gambia will engage in the
election slated for 2006. For the first time ever, WANEP
Gambia participated in the last elections in September
2005. Four of its members served as local election
monitors. WANEP Gambia would like to conduct trainings
for local monitors in voter and civic education in
preparation for the forthcoming presidential,
parliamentary and local elections in 2006 and 2007.
First Annual General Meeting: The network held its first
Annual General Meeting (AGM) in which a three-year
strategic plan was adopted together with the
constitution.

HIGHLIGHTS OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES
Control arms campaign: In partnership with Oxfam
America and RENAJ (Réseau National des Associations
Juvéniles), the Network runs a series of awareness
campaigns on the theme “Let us control our arms”. A
communiqué was issued and broadcast throughout GuineaBissau.

Nigeria

Guinea-Bissau

Documentary: The Network produced a documentary on
the dangers of possessing small arms and light weapons. It
was broadcast on national television.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES FOR 2005
24-28 January, 2005
Annual General Meeting
WANEP organized its Seventh Annual
General Meeting (AGM) on
“ C o n s o l i d a t i n g t h e WA N E P
Restructuring Process”. Forty-three
members of the National Network
attended the meeting.
29 31 January, 2005
WIPNET TOT
WANEP through the WIPNET program
organized a training of trainers for its
newly recruited program officers,
using its specialized community-based
Women in Peacebuilding manual.
18-19 February, 2005
West Africa Regional Steering Group
Consultation Meeting
The 14-member West Africa Regional
Steering Group (RSG) which was set up
during the CSOs regional
conference in 2004, held its first
consultation meeting in Accra. The RSG
members reviewed the regional Action
Agenda and developed a framework to
localize and galvanize support for its
working document for conflict
prevention.
28 Feb - 11 March, 2005
CSW/Beijing +10
WANEP through the WIPNET program
participated in the CSW/Beijing+10
meeting in New York.
8 March, 2005
Peace check-points and vigil
WIPNET observed International
Women’s Day by organizing Peace
Check-Points in various countries in
West Africa.
A peace vigil was
launched to express solidarity with the
women of Togo following the violence
which erupted after the death of
President Eyadema.
10-11 March, 2005
Consultative meeting with media
WANEP through the WIPNET program
conducted a national consultation with
media experts, representatives of
women’s groups and local radio
executives in Nigeria. The program
also designed Voices of Women Radio
program format for Nigeria.
21-26 April, 2005
Election Observation
WANEP sent delegates to Togo to
observe the electoral process.
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1- 17 May, 2005
Consultative meeting and TOT in
Nigeria
WANEP through the WIPNET program
organized a series of consultative
meetings for 20 representatives of
women’s groups, organizations,
associations and networks in Enugu and
Jos, followed by a Training of Trainers
(TOT).

forging partnerships to prevent
violent conflicts and build peace.
WANEP, under the CSPA, led a twentymember delegation of CSOs and policy
makers to represent West Africa at the
Global Conference: “From Reaction to
Prevention: Civil Society Forging
Partnerships to
Prevent Violent
Conflict and Build Peace”. New York,
USA.

May 2005
Common Africa Agenda for Conflict
Prevention
WANEP was represented by 4
delegates in an “All Africa
Consultation” in Nairobi. This
consultation was part of the process
towards
developing a common
Africa action agenda for conflict
prevention to contribute to the global
action agenda.

August 8-9, 2005
Working session between VRA and
WANEP
WANEP in collaboration with ECOWAS,
VRA and other CSOs held a workshop on
indicator development for conflict
prevention in Abuja, Nigeria.

9- 14 May, 2005
Peace Education training
WANEP through its Peace Education
program facilitated training for the
Presbyterian school in Accra, Ghana.
May 26- 27, 2005
WANEP was invited to make a
presentation on “Reconciliation
Challenges and Experiences in West
Africa.” WANEP was recommended to
International IDEA by CDD-Ghana, the
coordinating organization of the
International Transitional Justice
Network in Accra, Ghana.
June 11- 26, 2005
Training on Conflict Prevention
WANEP was solicited to facilitate a
training on the “Role of the Media and
Youth in Conflict Prevention”
organized under the auspices of the
“Partenariat Strategique pour la Paix
en Afrique”
PASPA (Strategic
Partnership for Peace in Africa).
29- 30 June, 2005
Senegambia Consultative Meeting
WANEP through the WIPNET program
organized a consultation on
“Mainstreaming Gender into
National Policies on Peace and
Security”. This consultation was a
follow-up of the regional consultation
w i t h t h e E C O WA S G e n d e r
Development Unit organized by
WIPNET in 2004.
19-21 July, 2005
GPPAC Global Conference from
reaction to prevention: CSOs

August 8-19, 2005
Capacity building training for
electoral administrators
WANEP participated in a training
workshop organized by BRIDGE, to
train a selected group of senior
officers of Election Management
Bodies (EMBs) from Anglophone West
Africa and some representatives of
umbrella civil society organizations
such as WANEP and the Center for
Democratic Governance (CDD-Ghana)
in Ghana, Accra.
August 24-26, 2005
Consultation
The Women and Development Project
(WADEP) consulted with WANEP to
facilitate a workshop on “Enhancing
Development in Nkwanta through
Peacebuilding,” to bring stakeholders
together to identify and discuss issues
that impede development in Nkwanta
and build strategies and framework to
address the challenges.
29 August- 2 September, 2005
WANEP participated in a Workshop for
the Review of the ECOWAS Mechanism
for Conflict Prevention, Management,
Resolution,
Peacekeeping and
Security; and the Supplementary
Protocol on
Democracy and
Good Governance.
The workshop
developed a framework for the review
of the instruments.
5-23 September, 2005
WAPI 2005
WAPI was held at the Kofi Annan
International Peacekeeping Centre
(KAIPTC) in Accra. Forty participants
were selected throughout the subregion and elsewhere.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES FOR 2005
17-19 September, 2005
Rural Women’s Peace Initiative
WANEP through the WIPNET program
organized a training for community
women in Côte d’Ivoire. The aim of
the training was to strengthen the
capacity of rural women in
peacebuilding.
26-30 September, 2005
Capacity Building Training for
Gender/Women Ministries in the
Senegambia Region
WANEP through the WIPNET program
organized a gender training for
gender ministries in the Senegambia to
influence policy formulation and
implementation.
27 September -2 October , 2005
WANEP was invited to participate in a
conference on International Network
for Conflict Resolution Education and
Peace Education in Ohio.
The
purpose of the meeting was to
consult on the structure of the
network and its role in conflict
p r e v e n t i o n . WA N E P a n d a
representative of Curriculum
Development and Research
Department of Ghana
Education
Services represented Ghana.

the conference.

7-10 November, 2005
Capacity Building Training for
Gender/Women Ministries in the
Mano River
In partnership with the Centre for
Conflict Resolution (CCR), WANEP
organized a training for women in the
ministries and women groups. This
training was a replication of the
consultation in the Senegambia
region.
November 16-23, 2005
Restructuring Consultation in
Guinea
WANEP in collaboration with CRSGuinea held a consultation in Guinea to
restructure its network in the country.
The objective of the field trip was to
restructure the network, hire a new

coordinator, support the development
of a strategic plan and reinforce the
capacity of the network.
October 31 - November 4, 2005
Early Warning Workshop
WANEP participated in a major
continental workshop on
“ C o m p a r a t i v e E a r l y Wa r n i n g
Practices in Africa: Improving Options
for Early Warning” in Johannesburg,
South Africa.
November 30, 2005
Partners’ Meeting
ECOWAS, in partnership with WANEP
and USAID, held a partners’ meeting in
Banjul, The Gambia to discuss
modalities of their collaboration on
the early warning and conflict
prevention program.

3- 12 October, 2005
Performance Monitoring Training
Workshop and Training of Trainers
In partnership with the Management
Systems International (MSI) and the
Capable Partners Program (CAP) of the
USA, a customized monitoring training
was successfully conducted in Elmina,
Ghana. The objective of the 10 days
TOT was to strengthen WANEP’
structure in monitoring and evaluation
of peacebuilding.
1-3 November, 2005
WIPNET 4th Annual Conference
The Women in Peacebuilding Program
(WIPNET) organized its 4th Regional
conference under the theme
“Revisiting the United Nation’s
S e c u r i t y C o u n c i l Re s o l u t i o n
1325Women, Peace and Security:
Opportunities and Challenges for the
Future”. Over 40 delegates attended
Emmanuel Bombande wins the Prestigious Millennium Excellence Award for Peace in Ghana
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FINANCIAL REPORT
WEST AFRICA NETWORK FOR PEACEBUILDING

31ST DECEMBER 2005
2005

2004

US$

US$

81,960

98,285

9,000

12,000

Tides Foundation

35,000

9,380

African Women's Dev't Fund

26,000

12,500

Mama Cash

10,153

11,408

Oxfam GB

24,721

21,200

INCOME
Women in Peacebuilding (WIPNET)
Oxfam America
Global Fund for Women

IBIS
IFOR

720

-

17,677

-

General Support:
Mennonite Board

3,450

3,450

Community House Church

1,000

1,000

William & Flora Hewlett Foundation

-

100,000

Liberia Dance Troupe
War Child Canada
St Michael's University

9,450

1,000

14,974

-

9,600

-

Violence Free Election in Togo
Cordaid
Dutch Embassy

80,750

-

Capacity-Building in Conflict Prevention
USAID
CRS

234,859
5,702

367,905
93,636

Peace Poem Competition
IBIS

3,000

-

Others

2,262

-

Collaborative Peacebuilding in W/A: Cordaid
Ghana Research and Advocacy Program (G RAP)
CRS - Institutional Capacity Building

336,184
25,000
-

458,740
92,000

CRS - APS

85,264

European Centre for Conflict Prevention

87,045

27,317

FAO-Natural Resources & Conflict Mgt

3,960

5,280

Everyday Gandhi
West Africa Peacebuilding Institute
UN Portal
TOTAL INCOME
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80,584

-

5,470
79,584

2,000

-

1,190,315

1,400,154
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EXPENDITURE
Program Expenses
CRS - Annual Program Statement
Capacity-Building in Conflict Prevention
Collaborative Peacebuilding in West Africa
Justice Building in W/A
European Centre for Conflict Prevention
West Africa Peacebuilding Institute
Liberia Dance Troupe
Women in Peacebuilding (WIPNET)
Proventive Peacebuilding in Nigeria
FAO-Natural Resources & Conflict Mgt
Interventions & Special Initiatives
Everyday Gandhi
UN Portal
CRS - Institutional Capacity Building
Church World Service
Ghana Research & Advocacy Prog (G-RAP)
Violence Free Election in Togo
Peace Poem Competition
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77,686
127,557
189,774
10,003
73,170
20,238
19,969
134,085
331
8,539
8,754
39
19,873
2,666

656,538
219,424
7,962
70,924
2,220
129,976
34,749
1,957
67,208
6,290
1,600
21,930
275
-

692,683

1,221,053

General & Administrative Expenses

193,030

195,723

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

885,713

1,416,776

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE

304,601

(16,622)
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